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Romance

Fantasy

Bailey Flanagan leaves Bloomington after winning an audition for a
musical in New York City, but she becomes worried about leaving
her life—and love Cody Coleman—behind.

Baby Doll, the adopted daughter of an organized crime boss,
and her Drifter, a guardian angel who can only be physically
experienced by Baby Doll, struggle to find their place in the
world and in God’s plan.

Leaving: Book 1 of Bailey Flanagan
Karen Kingsbury, 2011, FIC KINGSBUR

Hidden Affections
Debra Parr, 2011, FIC PARR

Two people set against marriage find unexpected affection in an
arrangement forced upon them in 1840’s Philadelphia.

Mystery

Drift
Sharon Carter Rogers, 2010, FIC ROGERS

Any Minute
Joyce Meyer & Deborah Bedford, 2009, FIC MEYER

When career-driven Sarah Harper is presumed dead after a car
accident, her spirit travels to the “other side” where she discovers
the true value of life and love.

Hunter’s Moon
Don Hoesel, 2010, FIC HOESEL

Science Fiction

A Killer Among Us: Book 3 of Women of Justice
Lynette Eason, 2011, FIC EASON

Jason Masters does not believe that dragons take people to
another realm as slaves until his own brother is taken, but once
through the portal he meets Koren, a slave struggling to
destroy a black egg prophesied to doom all mankind.

A novelist going through personal turmoil and self-doubt returns
home to upstate New York, where he comes into conflict with his
politician brother over a family secret.

Hostage negotiator Kit Kenyon and homicide detective Noah Lambert
are partnered together to track down a serial killer who may be
hunting them in return.

Historical Fiction

The Damascus Way
Davis Bunn & Janette Oke, 2011, FIC BUNN

When Jacob is hired by Julia’s father to protect a wealthy merchant’s
caravans on the secretive “Frankincense Trail,” Jacob also reluctantly
takes on the perilous responsibility of passing letters and messages
between communities of believers now dispersed across the land.

The Sweetest Thing
Elizabeth Musser, 2011, FIC MUSSER

The tale of two remarkable young women--opposites in every way-fighting to survive in the tumultuous times of the Great Depression
in Atlanta.

Starlighter: Book 1 of the Dragons of Starlight
Bryan Davis, 2010,YA FIC DAVIS

The Last Christian
David Gregory, 2010, SF GREGORY

In a near-future America where would-be immortals have
traded their biological brains for artificial ones, missionary Abigail
Caldwell joins forces with a historian to re-introduce Christianity.

Suspense/Thriller

Vicious Cycle
Terri Blackstock, 2011, FIC BLACKSTO

When fifteen-year-old Lance Covington finds the abandoned
baby of a drug addict, he is accused of kidnapping, and his
mother Barbara looks for help from her old lover, Kent Harlan.

Snitch
Booker T. Mattison, 2011, FIC MATTISON

When young bus driver Andre Bolden witnesses a crime on his
route, he is compelled to make a dangerous choice.

